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hey i am having tremendous
lagging and stuttering. i have
the minimum requirement
needed but still. i have- intel
core 2 duo e6300 1.86 ghz
2048 mb ddr2 ram, xfx 9800gt
512mb gpu and i am playing
on windows xp sp3 32 bit. i
have all the latest driver
installed. i am playing on
1024*768 resolution and all
other is off. it looks pathetic in
that resolution though as my
monitor is a dell 22 which has
an optimal resolution of
1680*1050. any help would be
appreciated. hey i am having
tremendous lagging and
stuttering. i have the minimum
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requirement needed but still. i
have- intel core 2 duo e6300
1.86 ghz 2048 mb ddr2 ram,
xfx 9800gt 512mb gpu and i
am playing on windows xp sp3
32 bit. i have all the latest
driver installed. i am playing
on 1024*768 resolution and all
other is off. it looks pathetic in
that resolution though as my
monitor is a dell 22 which has
an optimal resolution of
1680*1050. any help would be
appreciated. regards. hey i am
having tremendous lagging
and stuttering. i have the
minimum requirement needed
but still. i have- intel core 2
duo e6300 1.86 ghz 2048 mb
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ddr2 ram, xfx 9800gt 512mb
gpu and i am playing on
windows xp sp3 32 bit. i have
all the latest driver installed. i
am playing on 1024*768
resolution and all other is off. it
looks pathetic in that
resolution though as my
monitor is a dell 22 which has
an optimal resolution of
1680*1050. any help would be
appreciated. need for speed
underground 2 hot pursuit (at
one time) was my favorite
racing game. it was great
because the game was a 'true'
racing simulation. i dont know
if this genre is still popular, but
i enjoyed it. the cars were
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awesome, the tricks were cool
and the racing was exciting.
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need for speed (2007)
developed by ea canada

(playstation) published by
electronic arts gameplay

racing/fps genre racing/action
game modes multiplayersingle-
player:conquest gameplaysplit-

screen (2 players) (pc, ps)
metacritic score 78 / 100

platform(s) pc(windows 2000,
xp) july 18, 2007 (playstation
2, xbox 360) june 18, 2008

ps2(xbox 360) legacy
platforms (windows 98,
windows ce) backwards

compatibility xbox 360 (xbox
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live) june 17, 2008 x360(ps2)
release date(s) pc (windows

2000, xp) may 15, 2007 2007
playstation 2(xbox 360) march
20, 2008 2008 the undercover
is close to 2 years old and the

only 3d racing game. it
currently has a metacritic
average of 70.67 and no

review has been posted on pc.
but i highly recommend it.
while need for speed hot

pursuit 2010 sounds like it has
a more developed racing and

non-racing elements and
racing can be overlooked, the
undercover plays similar to a

newer (and far less developed)
racing game called burnout
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revenge. also, the undercover
has the best use of need for

speed elements such as ghost
mode, undercover mode, and
gathering info. like need for
speed hot pursuit 2010, the
undercover is a feature-full

racing game with racing and
non-racing elements and

racing isn't the major part of
the game. but it has single

player, hot pursuit and
undercover modes, multiplayer
(especially split screen) and a
customizable car. 5ec8ef588b
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